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Information about teaching fall 2020 at Geovetarcentrum through October 31 

Teaching at the department will be different during the fall due to the COVID-19 pandemic. We 
will follow guidelines from the Publich Health Agency of Sweden (FHM), our university rector 
and faculty dean in order to minimize the spread of infection in society and to protect our 
students and staff.  

The greatest difference is that we will not have lectures at the Geovetarcentrum (our building is 
called Geovetarcentrum, which translates to the geoscience center). However, teachers are 
working hard to create opportunities for students to participate ‘physically’ in the form of 
exercises, as well as lab- and fieldwork when possible under safe conditions. We will also offer 
alternative teaching solutions so that these activities be completed via distance. We want no one 
to feel coerced into being present during campus teaching, especially people in risk groups or 
those of you living with or caring for people in risk groups.  

Our goal is to enable all students to participate in their education, regardless if your participation 
is 100 percent distance or a blend of distance and group activities, while simultaneously 
following FHM’s important recommendation: “If you feel ill with symptoms such as sniffing, 
coughing or fever, try to avoid meeting other people. Do not go to work, school or 
preschool. This is true even if you just feel a little sick”. 

For those of you who are new to the university or moving to Gothenburg, this situation 
presents an extra challenge. We will do our best to make you feel welcome and have a good 
start to your studies in these unusual times. You will receive specific information about your 
course set-up via the course webpage (CANVAS) and during your call to registration. Do not 
hesitate to contact your teachers or Emily (study counselor) and Johan (academic dean) if you 
have questions. 

With Kind Regards,   

 

Johan Hogmalm   Emily Whitehurst Zack 
Academic Dean    Study Counsellor 
Deputy vice-prefect 


